
Language Level Assessment Test
TARGET LANGUAGE ENGLISH TIME ALLOWED 90 MINUTES

NAME DATE 

Do the test without help, books or dictionaries. When you have finished, POST IT TO YOUR TEACHER ONLY.

Multiple choice Choose and circle the best alternative from the ones given. Here is an example:

We are going to do a test in…………………………

A. Spanish B. Arabic C. Hindi D. English

Now answer these questions:

1. A Kuwaiti probably speaks Arabic…………………………he speaks English.
A. better than B. like C. for D. worse than

2. If we speak a language well, we should do…………………………jobs well.
A. the B. my C. our D. his

3. The less Nora studies, the…………………………her results.
A. worse B. harder C. bad D. worst

4. A bad radio speaker is…………………………to understand.
A. hardest B. difficult C. bad D. pleasant

5. A good learner’s amount of learning should…………………………rapidly.
A. be B. fall C. perfect D. rise

6. We usually succeed…………………………hard work.
A. in spite of B. without C. unless D. because of

7. Books, newspapers and magazines are all…………………………
A. news B. publications C. readers D. books

8. When Pablo was a child, he…………………………miss his lessons.
A. used to B. did C. did often D. can

9. You find the meaning of a word by looking…………………………dictionary.
A. for some B. to some C. in a D. to a

10. …………………………a good teacher can’t help her students if they do not attend classes.
A. Therefore B. Unless C. Even D. Because

Now read this advertisement and circle the correct answer for each question.

11. Mr. Lee wants Mercedes cars and pays well for…………………
A. it B. them
C. us D. cash

12. Last week I wrote to Mr. Lee, but I………………had a reply yet.
A. have not B. had not
C. had D. have

13. Mr. Lee is…………………………to buy used cars.
A. hopeful B. unable C. unwilling D. eager

14. You won’t get any more information…………………………you answer the advertisement.
A. whatever B. without C. unless D. although

15. If a seller asks a reasonable price, he…………………………be able to sell his car to Mr. Lee.
A. should B. can C. could D. shouldn’t

16. Mr. Lee is a dealer…………………………especially interested in buying Mercedes cars.
A. which is B. who is C. who D. who was

17. You will get good terms for your sale…………………………this month.
A. if it sells B. if you sold C. if you sell D. if possible

18. Mr. Lee probably…………………………deal in Toyota cars.
A. does not B. might not C. fails to D. should not

19. We can answer most of these questions……………………the information in the advertisement.

A. for B. in spite of C. helping D. by means of

20. Cars, trains and vans are all called…………………………

A. carriages B. travel C. vehicles D. accommodation
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Multiple choice cont’d
Here is another advertisement followed by some questions.

21. If you contact Airspeed Travel you…………………………
an information booklet.
A. received B. sent off
C. should receive D. are receiving

22. Holidays are good…………………………people who need 
a good rest during the year.
A. for those B. if
C. to D. for a

23. …………………………Kenya and Tanzania are close to each 
other, Airspeed holidays to Tanzania can be more expensive.
A. Unless B. Because C. Both D. Although

24. Kenya tours…………………………include a visit to Nairobi.
A. might B. do not C. certainly D. probably

25. Some customers ask why tours to Kenya and Tanzania…………………………the same price.
A. must be B. are not C. do not D. have not

26. Tours to Tanzania are more expensive…………………………because they last longer than those to Kenya.
A. clearly B. usually C. indeed D. possibly

27. Ten years ago, overseas travel…………………………much less expensive than it is now.
A. has been B. was C. can be D. had been

28. An animal which is not classed as a wild animal would be classed as a…………………………animal.
A. small B. farm C. domestic D. cat

29. An Airspeed tour to Kenya will cost…………………………one to Tanzania.
A. more than B. the same as C. cheaper than D. less than

30. This is the end of the multiple choice part of the test; we don’t have to do……………………of these questions.
A. any more B. some more C. some D. any 

Writing
Write a letter to your host teacher:

� Introduce yourself and give a brief description of yourself.

� Talk about your family, your job or studies and your hobbies and interests.

� Mention your future plans and ambitions, and say why you are learning English.

� If this is your first visit to your host teacher’s country, say a few things that interest you about it. If you
have visited the county before, say what you did when you were there last time.

Begin: Dear Host Teacher,

Spend about 30 minutes on your letter. Write it on a separate piece of paper. 

NOW POST THE COMPLETED MULTIPLE CHOICE TEST AND WRITING (YOUR LETTER) TO YOUR HOST TEACHER.

PLEASE REFER TO THE “HOST TEACHER INFORMATION” SHEET FOR THE ADDRESS OF YOUR HOST TEACHER.

TRAVEL Africa calls!
KENYA: Tours from £400 per person. Choice of three
interesting tours, each including a stay in Nairobi.
TANZANIA: Tours from £950 per person. See the wild
animals in their natural surroundings. Regular departures
throughout the year. 
For information booklet, phone Airspeed Travel on 0171
922 1715 or write to: 176 Buckingham Road, London
SW1 or phone our Amsterdam office on 235490.


